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Any venue.   Any sport.   Any time.

From gymnasiums to outdoor fields and athletic facilities, 
OES has a history of bringing “wow" factor scoring and 
timing solutions to facilities across North America. Here are a 
few of the reasons why you'll want to partner with us:

Let OES bring our impressive indoor and outdoor scoreboard 
and video display experience to you.

Choice of the Pros
OES has a long standing relationship with 
the NHL, NBA, NFL, MLB, as one of two 
companies authorized to provide scoring 
and timing solutions.

For years we've been part of their facilities, 
special events and on-going efforts to 
enhance the game for players and fans alike. 
And we bring our pro venue expertise to every 
customer we work with. 

Industry leader 
in LEDs
OES digits are built with higher intensity LEDs 
and incorporate more LEDs per digit than other 
companies. The result is brilliant and superior 
viewing experience from almost any angle and 
distance. As a bonus, we're renowned for white 
LEDs and offer them as a standard, no added 
cost option.

Captivating LED  
video displays
With a history of exciting video projects, 
we know what it takes to create an optimal  
LED video viewing experience; both indoors 
and out. From multiple pitch options and choice 
of LED type to true pixel configuration, our 
in-house technical expertise helps ensure the 
investment in video is being made in a high-
quality, vibrant display.

Commitment to quality 
With shatter-proof panels, brighter LEDs, 
weather-proof coating, and superior 
components, we build our scoring and 
video display products to perform even in 
the harshest of conditions. Our attention 
to quality and durability protects a school's 
investment and increases the lifespan of 
the scoring solution.

If you can imagine it;  
OES can design it
We can customize their scoring, video and 
timing products to any size, shape, color and 
mounting option. With design, manufacturing 
and assembly all completed in-house, their 
ability to meet unique requirements, without 
sacrificing quality, is unmatched.

Unbeatable service 
reputation
We're renowned for exceptional service and 
our interest in the performance of your scoring 
solutions doesn't end at installation. From 
including spare parts to providing local service 
or 24/7 phone support, we pride ourselves on 
our commitment to having customers always lit 
up and game ready. 
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Scoring every layup, slam dunk and buzzer beater

Basketball 5000 series
Whether it’s a compact scoreboard to display essential game information or a large, customized one with video, electronic team names and sponsor ads,  
we offer models to suit every play level, facility size and budget.

MODEL 5200  |  9' (w) x 3'10" (h) x 4" (d)    

LED DIGITS
14" - Time and Score  |  10" - Period 
Shown with optional electronic team names. Adapts to hockey.

MODEL 5240  |  6' (w) x 3'6" (h) x 4" (d)    

LED DIGITS
14" - Time  |  10" - Score  |  7" - Period
Shown with optional ad panel. Adapts to hockey and soccer.

MODEL 5210  |  9' (w) x 6'4" (h) x 4" (d)    

LED DIGITS
14" - Time & Score  |  10" - Period, Players and Fouls
Adapts to volleyball and wrestling.

MODEL 5220  |  16' (w) x 6'4" (h) x 4" (d) 

LED DIGITS
14" - Time and Score  |  10" -  Period
7" - Players, Fouls, Points and Time outs left
Features player stat panels.
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Note: Dimensions may vary depending on customization, such as adding electronic team names or captions. Product specifications and related information is subject to change without notice.

Scoring every layup, slam dunk and buzzer beater

MODEL 5921  |  17' (w) x 7' 4" (h) x 4" (d)   

LED DIGITS
14" - Time and Score  |  10" - Period and Team Fouls
7" - Number, Fouls, Points and Time outs left
Shown with optional electronic team names and captions.

MODEL 5600  |  10' (w) x 4' (h) x 4" (d)    

LED DIGITS
10" - Time and Score
7" - Players, Fouls, Points and Time outs left
Shown as part of a 4-side center hung with optional ad panels. 
Adapts to multiple sports.

MODEL 5935  |  9' (w) x 6'4" (h) x 4" (d)    

LED DIGITS
14" - Time and Score  |  10" - Period and Fouls
7" - Time outs left
Shown with optional ad panel. Adapts to volleyball and wrestling.

For a complete list of basketball scoreboard 
models and customization options, 
contact the OES team: sales@oes-inc.com 
or visit www.oes-scoreboards.com.
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Captivate fan for years to come
The captivating viewing experience of an OES LED video display adds a new level of excitement to games and draws everyone watching into 
the action moment by moment. Dazzle your crowd with cheer prompts, scores and stats on a full screen or split the screen and integrate 
vibrant animations, sponsor messages and exciting replays. 

Choose from several options and sizes; or talk to the OES team about custom sizes to really “wow" fans.

FAMILY P4 P6 P10

Pitch 4 mm 6 mm 10 mm

Brightness (nits) 1,200 1,920 1,9200

Resolution (WxH) 160 x 160 160 x 120 96 x 76

Viewing angle (H/V) 160/160 160/160 160/160

Contrast ratio 3000:1 3000:1 3000:1

Processing depth 12-14 bit 12-14 bit 12-14 bit

Colors
68.7 billion – 
4.4 trillion

68.7 billion – 
4.4 trillion

68.7 billion – 
4.4 trillion

Indoor LED video displays
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Accessories and accents

Shot clocks and timers
Add OES shot clocks and timing solutions to complete the pro venue feel 
of your facility and help countdown every last second of game excitement. 
OES offers a wide selection of single- and doubled-sided clock options 
including:

n  Basic shot clocks
n  See through shot clocks 

n  Includes shot clock tenths 
n  Shot clocks with game time 

n  Option for shot clock tenths 
n  Timeout clocks
n  Locker room clocks
n  Segment timers

Add a professional look to your venue and 
help fans see the action right through the 
clock with OES See Through Shot Clocks.
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Scoring Tables
OES LED scoring tables are a great addition to the sidelines. With 
stunning clarity and exceptional durability they offer a dynamic and 
modern way to display game stats, energize the crowd and generate 
revenue through advertising. 

Choose from 6', 8' or 10' scoring table options or connect multiple tables 
together for longer, seamless table lengths.

Endless accent options
The breadth of OES accent options can help create a dynamic and 
unique scoreboard that will enhance game excitement, delight fans and 
add a professional venue feel to your court. Popular options include:

n  Custom colors
n White, red, amber, green or 

blue digits
n  Advertising panels
n  LED Message displays
n  Backboard and clock strip 

lighting
n  Possession indicators
n  Colored vinyl captions

n  Electronic team names 
n  Electronic game captions
n  Safety screens
n  Horn and sound options
n  Wireless options
n  Double bonus indicators
n  And more …
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Control systems

Controllers
Whether it's wired or wireless, OES controllers are so 
user-friendly; operators can change the scoreboard display 
without taking their eyes off the game. From our lightweight 
hand-held ISCHHX and ISCHH controllers to our renowned 
ISC9000 controller, our scoreboard and videoboard control 
systems are designed to be easy, efficient and link multiple 
scoreboards together.

Event production software
Have your scoring solution come alive with Bolt, OES' live event production suite. Easily 
broadcast and entertain fans with live video feeds, sponsor ads, team messages, still and 
motion graphics. For an enhanced viewing experience, connect Bolt to your OES controller 
and display real time scoring and stats information.
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Video displays. Scoreboards. Scoring & timing.

About OES Scoreboards
Founded in 1980 to provide technology support services, OES Inc. soon 
began developing its own technology solutions. It successfully brought 
many products to market for mission-critical applications in environmental, 
healthcare, vehicular, agricultural, and defense industries. 

In 1994, OES Inc. leveraged its innovation experience and pioneering 
technology methods to develop their first LED scoreboard and create OES 
Scoreboards. Since that time, we've continued to be an innovation leader 
in the scoring industry. 

Our scoreboards, video displays, scoring and timing technology products 
can be found in venues across North America. Look for OES scoring and 
timing solutions at your favorite stadium, arena, field or venue.

Contact OES Scoreboards to hear how we can bring our Pro facility experience 
to your school.

1.877.652.5833 or email: sales@oes-inc.com



4056 Blakie Road,
London, Ontario 
Canada  N6L 1P7

U.S. and Canada: 1.877.652.5833

sales@oes-inc.com

oes-scoreboards.com
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